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Discussion Paper

Super Yacht, Arafura Sea, Northern Territory

1. Background
The requirement for a clear and coordinated strategic blueprint for the Northern Territory maritime
industry has gained traction due to the emergence of a number of projects and market opportunities that
will drive future growth. These include the planned Marine Industry Park and Darwin Ship Lift, and
growing demand for marine services from the oil and gas and defence industries.
In December 2020, the Northern Territory Government released the Territory Economic Reconstruction
Commission (TERC) Final Report. The report identified that a step change in the level of sustained private
investment would be required for the Northern Territory Government to achieve its ambitious goal of
becoming a $40 billion economy by 2030.
The TERC report further identified the need for a clear strategy – co-designed by the Territory
Government and industry – to support the holistic growth of the maritime industry.
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2. Introduction and Purpose
This discussion paper has been prepared to provide context and guide feedback from stakeholders, which
will then be incorporated into the development of the Maritime Industry Development Plan (the Plan).
This discussion paper will focus on the following key aspects of the Northern Territory’s maritime industry:
•

Service, supply and sustainment capability

•

Maritime industry growth catalysts

•

Port infrastructure and development, including for the cruise ship industry

•

Maritime workforce development

•

Maritime districts

The Plan will provide a whole-of-government and industry framework for the development of the maritime
sector which will:
•

Identify the NT’s comparative advantages and competitive position

•

Articulate a shared vision for the Territory’s maritime sector

•

Provide a framework for development of infrastructure, land, business capability and workforce

•

Articulate the ecosystems and other sectors that will contribute to or drive growth

•

Consider the impact on the sector of automation and advanced technology

•

Consider transportation aspects, including intermodal opportunities and dependencies

•

Set stretch targets and milestones

•

Provide options for funding and financing

Key pieces of work already identified as deliverables as part of the Plan, or as an action within it, include:
•

Master plan for the Marine Industry Park

•

Maritime infrastructure gap analysis

•

Business capability gap analysis and development strategy

•

Comprehensive workforce strategy

•

Economic baseline analysis

The Northern Territory Government is interested in the view of industry and industry organisations,
government agencies, educational institutions, Department of Defence (Defence) and Australian Border
Force, port owners and managers, land councils, unions and other relevant stakeholders.
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3. Discussion topics
The Northern Territory Government welcomes comments, feedback and views of stakeholders on the
future development and growth of the maritime industry, with particular reference to the following
themes:
•

Key opportunities to grow the Territory’s maritime industry (locally, nationally and
internationally)

•

The challenges currently impeding growth of your business and the industry as a whole

•

Potential for collaboration with other states and territories in relation to service and supply
arrangements for key maritime users such as Defence, tourism operators and the super yacht
industry

•

Strengths and limitations of current maritime infrastructure and the improvements needed to
enhance productivity and efficiency

•

Current and future workforce requirements, and key skills shortages

•

Strengths and limitations of current Northern Territory legislation and regulatory barriers
impacting the maritime sector

4. How you can provide input
The Northern Territory Government encourages you to provide feedback through any of the following
channels:
•

Online: Go to www.haveyoursay.nt.gov.au/maritime-industry-development-plan to comment

•

Email: Lodge written comments via email to graham.tribe@nt.gov.au

•

Phone: If you would like to speak with us directly, please call Graham Tribe on 08 89993874 during
business hours

•

Lodge a submission: Written submissions may be uploaded via:
o
o

•

haveyoursay.nt.gov.au/maritime-industry-development-plan
industry.nt.gov.au/industries/maritime-industry

In person: Face-to-face discussions may be available where there is a strong interest on some
specific issues with key groups. Please do not hesitate to call or email via the above channels if you
would like to meet with senior government officers to discuss, or to request that NT Government
facilitates an ‘interest group’ discussion.

A number of background papers are available for download from the NT Government website,
including copies of the maritime related submissions made to the Territory Economic Reconstruction
Commission (TERC). Go to industry.nt.gov.au/industries/maritime-industry to download.

5. Alignment with other strategies/initiatives
The Maritime Industry Development Plan is intended to complement and avoid duplication of the
following initiatives:
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•

Aboriginal Land and Sea Action Plan1, Department of Chief Minister and Cabinet

•

Coastal and Marine Management Strategy 2019 – 2029 2, Department of Environment, Parks and
Water Security

•

Fisheries Strategic Plan 2019 – 2022 3, Department of Industry, Tourism and Trade

•

Northern Territory Infrastructure Plan4, Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

6. Defining the maritime sector 5
The maritime sector encompasses a wide range of diverse industries including Defence, services and
supply for the oil and gas industry, shipping and logistics, commercial fishing, tourism and recreation.

https://cmc.nt.gov.au/supporting-government/office-of-aboriginal-affairs/about-the-office-of-aboriginalaffairs/aboriginal-land-and-sea
2
https://depws.nt.gov.au/programs-and-strategies/coastal-and-marinemanagement#:~:text=The%20Coastal%20and%20Marine%20Management,for%20recreational%20and%20cultural%
20purposes
3
https://industry.nt.gov.au/publications/fisheries-publications/fisheries-division-strategic-plan-2019-2022
4
https://dipl.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/769408/10-year-infrastructure-plan-2019-web.pdf
5
PwC, Economic contribution of the Australian maritime industry, February 2015, p.
1
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7. Australian maritime sector
As the largest island continent on earth, the maritime sector is fundamental to Australia’s economy and
society. The nation’s 70+ ports handle 98% of all trade by volume that flows in and out of its borders, with
the combined value of Australia’s seagoing international imports and exports reaching above $600 billion
over 2017 to 2019 6. Australia has the third largest marine jurisdiction in the world after France and the
USA, spanning 10.2 million square kilometres 7.
Australia’s maritime industry is a key enabler for a diverse range of industries including oil and gas,
Defence and border protection, recreational and commercial fishing and cruise and superyacht service and
supply.
According to a 2015 report commissioned by the Australian Shipowners Association, the maritime sector
contributes over $20 billion to the Australian economy and employs over 42,000 people 8.
The maritime sector is also crucial to Australians’ way of life. The vast majority of Australia’s major cities
are on or close to the coast, with more than 85% of the population living within 50 kilometres of the sea 9.
It also plays an integral role for many of Australia’s first nations peoples economically, socially, culturally
and spiritually.

Protecting Australian Maritime Trade, Australian Naval Institute & Naval Studies Group UNSW, March 2020, p. 3
AIMS Index of Marine Industry, p. 5
8
The Economic Contribution of the Australian Maritime Industry, PricewaterhouseCoopers Australia (PwC), 2015
9
Clark GF, Johnston EL (2016). Coasts: Coasts. In: Australia state of the environment 2016, Australian Government
Department of the Environment and Energy, Canberra, https://soe.environment.gov.au/theme/coasts, DOI
10.4226/94/58b659bdc758b
6
7
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8. Regional context
Northern Australia
Darwin is the only capital city in Northern Australia and the natural hub for Australia’s international
engagement in the Indo-Pacific region. The next closest major ports and marine service centres are located
significant distances away in north Queensland, north Western Australia and Singapore.
Cairns in North Queensland has a mature maritime industry and infrastructure with the Cairns Port and the
dedicated Cairns Marine Precinct. The Cairns Port sees more than 1000 vessels (bulk carriers, coastal
shipping, cargo ships, cruise liners, charter and recreational vessels etc) per year and more than 100
businesses operate in the region covering provedore, shipbuilding, refit and maritime maintenance.
Cairns is located around 2400 km by sea (approximately 5 days) from Darwin. Several shipyards support
maritime sustainment to Defence, Border Force and other vessels at Cairns. These include Austal and
Norship (both also represented in Darwin) and Tropical Reef Shipyard (which has recently expressed
interest in operating in Darwin). Cairns is also one of four proposed Regional Maintenance Centres (RMC)
for Defence.
Port Hedland is the closest major West Australian port to Darwin and is the world’s largest bulk export
port, moving iron ore, lithium and salt. There is a level of service and supply maritime industry at Dampier.
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There is also significant broad-based maritime industry in the Perth region including the Australian Marine
Complex (AMC) at Henderson. The AMC is a major precinct providing manufacturing, fabrication,
assembly, maintenance and technology to the defence, marine, oil and gas, and resource industries.
Henderson is also one of the four proposed RMCs. Henderson is located approximately 4200km by sea
(approximately 10 days) from Darwin.

Indo Pacific
Australia is positioned within an important economic and strategic part of the Indo-Pacific. The region is a
driver of the global economy, with the world’s busiest international sea lanes and nine of the ten largest
ports in the world. The region is a resource rich area that includes multibillion-dollar oil and gas
infrastructure, supplying the energy needs of Australia and its allies.
Singapore has a mature and very significant maritime industry and was recently ranked as the top maritime
capital of the world. It is a globally renowned maritime hub for trade and Singapore Port is one of the
world’s busiest ports in terms of total shipping tonnage. Singapore is known as a leading centre for
shipbuilding and ship repair. A number of large ships that are active in the waters of the Northern Territory
are maintained in Singapore due to the availability of maritime infrastructure suitable for the lifting and
maintenance of larger vessels.
Indonesia has more than 100 commercial ports including 11 container ports. Historically, Indonesian ports
have focused on servicing the needs of their immediate local coastal industry. However, since 2014
Indonesia has been investing heavily into its ports network under the direction of President Widodo.
Indonesia’s shipbuilding and maintenance industry is established, with a number of its Defence fleet
produced and maintained locally, including patrol vessels and Landing Platform Docks.

Discussion points
•

What are the key opportunities for NT industry to service the needs of neighbouring Asia Pacific
nations such as Indonesia, Timor Leste and Papua New Guinea?

•

What are the key success factors to realise sustainable growth in the NT’s maritime industry?

•

How can the Northern Territory strengthen its value proposition for interstate and international
users of the maritime industry?
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Cullen Bay Marina, Darwin, Northern Territory

9. Territory maritime sector
The shipping and maritime sector makes an important economic contribution to the Northern Territory,
providing services such as freight, commercial fishing, defence, border protection, cruise ships, charter
vessels, recreational boating and workboats such as tugs and barges.
Darwin in particular is rapidly growing as a centre for marine services and supply supporting the operations
of the Australian Defence Force and allied forces; Australian Border Force; offshore oil and gas industry;
commercial fishing industry; tourism industry and general maritime industry.
The strengths and opportunities of the Northern Territory maritime sector are detailed in the table below:
Strengths
•

•

Strategically and economically advantageous
location for servicing the regional maritime
industry
Mature and experienced maritime industry
with the capability to service vessels from a
variety of industries
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Opportunities
•

Growing demand for service and supply from
the offshore oil and gas industries

•

Projected increased demand for services by the
Royal Australian Navy and Australian Border
Force

•

Expanding demand for maritime services from
immediate neighbours like Timor Leste

Discussion Paper
Strengths
•

Hold a First Point of Entry status for
international vessels

•

Established maritime feeder industries
including defence, oil and gas, commercial
fishing and tourism

•

Opportunities
•

Planned Darwin Ship Lift and Marine Industry
Park have the potential to catalyse industry
growth and expand service provision

•

Significant potential to capture a larger share of
the superyachts service and supply industry

Significantly increased Australian Government
investment in Defence and border security

•

Potential to increase collaboration with other
key maritime centres such as Perth and Cairns

•

Multibillion dollar projects such as Ichthys LNG
and Shell Prelude FLNG projects have exposed
NT businesses to specialised technologies and
international operating standards

•

•

Network of regional ports with capacity for
greater trade volumes and expansion

Diversify supply chains to shift the emphasis
away from further investment in heavily
congested major centres to underutilised
regional supply chains (such as Darwin Port and
Darwin-Adelaide rail link) therefore capitalising
on the region to contribute to the nations
productivity

•

Direct maritime links to Asia can address the
tyranny of distance by reducing freight transit
times, freight costs and create new industry
opportunities including advanced
manufacturing as well as exports in
agribusiness, seafood etc.

•

Prepare for the comeback of the cruise ship
industry and growth in home porting
provedoring.

•

Potential for Darwin to become the
decommissioning service centre for the
Australian offshore oil and gas industry –
noting the estimated future pipeline of
decommissioning work in Australia valued at
more than $50 Billion.
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10. Growth catalysts

Marine Industry Park, East Arm, Darwin, Northern Territory

10.1. Marine Industry Park
The Marine Industry Park 10 (MIP) is currently being developed by the Land Development Corporation at
East Arm with connections to road, rail and sea transport and other supporting infrastructure. Located
16km by road from Darwin CBD and directly adjoining East Arm Wharf and the Marine Supply Base, the
MIP offers opportunities to enhance support for the marine and offshore industries complementing
services already available within the region.
Centrally positioned on Australia’s northern coastline within Darwin’s deep water harbour, the MIP will be
the only significant vessel servicing point between Cairns and Perth. The MIP has the potential to deliver
over 100 hectares of waterfront industrial land to support marine maintenance, servicing, engineering,
fabrication and logistics activities.
Adjacent to major onshore gas developments and offshore supply bases, the MIP provides the opportunity
to capitalise on Darwin’s expanding gas, marine services and Defence industries. Existing marine facilities
located within MIP include an all tide barge ramp and 9 hectares of secured hardstand with 24 hour access
for storage and fabrication activities. This provides an accredited First Point of Entry for the Port of
Darwin.
Along with strategic location, a qualified and accredited workforce and a high level of business capability
and capacity, cost effectiveness will be a key factor for the operation of the MIP.

10

https://landdevcorp.com.au/project/marine-industry-park/
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The TERC Final Report recommended, as an immediate priority, the development of a master plan for the
MIP to support marketing to local, national and international businesses.

Artist impression: Darwin Ship Lift

10.2. Darwin Ship Lift
The largest ship lift in Northern Australia is currently being designed and will be built within the MIP. The
Darwin Ship Lift 11 facility will have capacity to maintain and service Defence and Australian Border Force
vessels, along with commercial and private vessels, including those from the oil, gas and marine industries.
The Darwin Ship Lift facility is designed to meet the needs of the general maritime sector and the current
and long-term needs of the Department of Defence and the Australian Border Force, while supporting
local jobs and economic growth in the Territory. Once operational, it is expected the facility will fast track
the further development of the marine maintenance and servicing industry and produce many new jobs.
The Darwin Ship Lift facility will include:
•

a ship lift 26m wide and 103m long and 6m deep

•

lifting capability of 5,000 tonnes

•

transfer system using Self Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMTs)

•

wet berths (wharves)

•

additional hard stand area for ship repair and maintenance works

The Darwin Ship Lift will have the capacity to lift vessels such as the new fleet of Arafura Class Offshore
Patrol Vessels (OPVs) procured by Defence. It will be a common user facility, which will enable vessel

11

https://cmc.nt.gov.au/advancing-industry/ship-lift
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owners to choose and manage their own service and maintenance providers. This will also enable multiple
providers to operate concurrently at the facility.
The facility will be constructed on NT Government-owned land. The Ship Lift is a common-user facility
that will operate on a commercial basis. There will be a legislated open access regime to ensure fair and
equal use for all customers, with pricing and access to be overseen by the independent Utilities
Commission.

Discussion points
•

How can industry best leverage the investment in the Darwin Ship Lift and adjacent facilities to grow
its share of the market for marine maintenance and support services?

•

What other complementary facilities in the Marine Industry Park would support the Darwin Ship
Lift?

•

What commercial opportunities could be attracted from the Indo-Pacific region through
development of the Darwin Ship Lift and MIP?
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Alyangula Port, Milner Bay, Northern Territory

11. Port infrastructure and development
Port infrastructure plays an important role in the Northern Territory economy. The Territory’s five key
ports facilitate a vast majority of the Territory’s international exports and are key to the importation of
essential inputs to support industry sectors and the supply of consumer goods. Ports are also an essential
enabler for the cruise ship industry.
There are currently five operating ports located across the Territory:
•

Darwin Port (Darwin)

•

Gove Port (Nhulunbuy)

•

Alyangula Port (Groote Eylandt)

•

Port Melville (Tiwi Islands)

•

Bing Bong Loading/Export Facility

Darwin Port 12 is operated by the Landbridge Group 13 under a long term lease. Port operations include
passenger ships, naval vessels, general cargo, containers, motor vehicles, livestock, ore export, and bulk
liquids. Darwin Port also provides pilotage and harbour control systems for Darwin Harbour.
Darwin Port’s 2020 Development Plan identified the following potential opportunities:

12
13

https://www.darwinport.com.au/
https://www.landbridgegroup.com.au/
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•

Future expansion of the refrigerated contained park from the current 190 refrigerated container
(reefer) points;

•

Planning for a future harbour support vessel facility;

•

Staged expansion of the existing cruise ship facility to provide the capability to berth vessels up to
230,000 gross tons (6600 passengers);

•

Purpose–built, all tides access, coastal shipping facility. 14

Darwin Port have recently advised that they have significant spare capacity across many sectors including
resources and live cattle. Any new port infrastructure would need to be supported by a business case.
Additionally, there is significant wharf infrastructure supporting the two privately owned LNG plants,
INPEX Ichthys and Darwin LNG, in Darwin harbour. These two LNG plants are responsible for a substantial
number of shipping movements through the harbour.
Gove Port 15 and Alyangula Port are operated by Rio Tinto and GEMCO respectively. Their main function is
ore export, however these ports also service critical regional coastal freight hubs for the East Arnhem and
Gulf regions.
The Gove Port Tourism Precinct 16 project, which includes a $2 million investment from Developing East
Arnhem Limited and $6 million from the NT and Australian Governments, will see new marine and land
infrastructure developed next to the Gove Boat Club to support existing tourism operators, and attract
new yacht and cruise tourism operators to the region.
The Ngarrariyal Aboriginal Corporation has identified a project to build a marine industries precinct at the
Gove Port. Key growth areas for industry development at the Gove Port include commercial fishing,
tourism, and freight and logistics. Consistent with this, the Northern Territory Infrastructure Plan includes
a broad commitment to improved marine and facilities to support marine industry growth within the
region.
Development of the Gove Port would also serve as a regional growth catalyst for a variety of high value
opportunities including low emission manufacturing, forestry, marine research, small scale bauxite exports
and increased defence visits.
Port Melville 17 is operated by NT Port and Marine and is a multi-user facility supporting the Northern
Territory oil and gas industry, forestry industry, Defence, marine transport industry and local Tiwi
community. Their services include fuel supply, laydown and accommodation and marine transport.
NT Port and Marine have identified some future opportunities including:
•

Increasing fuel storage and throughput – potentially supplying to coastal communities;

•

Positioning for oil and gas projects through maritime support base provision;

•

Growing business with Defence and Border Force;

•

Supporting freight vessels and platform support vessels.

Port Development Plan 2020, Landbridge Darwin Port
https://www.riotinto.com/en/operations/australia/gove
16
https://www.developingeastarnhem.com.au/blog/project/gove-port-tourism-precinct/
17
https://www.ntportandmarine.com/about-us/port-melville/
14
15
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Bing Bong Loading/Export facility is operated by the McArthur River Mine 18. It has the function of barging
ore to an offshore transfer point for large export vessels.
Transport aspects: A 2018 analysis of NT ports infrastructure conducted by Deloitte found that it was
broadly sufficient and meeting the current and projected demand from industry. However the report
emphasised that access to, and utilisation of, port infrastructure largely depended on the quality of broader
transport infrastructure across the NT.
Rail infrastructure is one such consideration. The Darwin to Adelaide railway has significantly increased
export volumes through Darwin Port since it was completed and perhaps it is timely to consider the
feasibility of additional railway infrastructure into and across the NT to further improve the supply chain
into Darwin Port.
Cruise ship industry: The cruise market is a growing part of the visitor economy, bringing tens of
thousands of visitors to the Top End every year. For the most part, cruise visitors arrive at Fort Hill Wharf
in the heart of the Darwin Waterfront, whether on large liners or expedition cruises.
While Fort Hill Wharf is currently fit for purpose, increasing ship sizes and frequencies will place greater
demands on existing infrastructure. Over time, additional capacity may be required for passenger services
(including customs and immigration) or infrastructure to improve the visitor experience or cater for
multiple large vessels. Similarly, investment may be required at other wharfs across the Top End to
accommodate demand.
Coastal shipping and freight: Coastal Top End businesses and communities rely heavily on the coastal
shipping operators and associated barge landing infrastructure for the supply of critical goods and to
support local economic development. Shipping operators are constrained by regional infrastructure where
currently there is limited all tide infrastructure access available in some of the regions. Improvements in
the available infrastructure would result in significant productivity gains through schedule improvements,
the need for shorter visit times and improved onshore handling and stevedoring /storage areas.
There is also an opportunity to support local industry and business development through back loading of
regionally produced goods such as fresh produce, seafood, timber/furniture and other non-perishable
products.

18

https://www.glencore.com.au/operations-and-projects/mcarthur-river-mine/who-we-are/our-process
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Discussion points
•

What opportunities exist to grow the maritime and other industries through infrastructure and
service/supply developments in our ports?

•

What are the opportunities driven by automation and advanced manufacturing that will change the
supply chain dynamic and grow exports; and therefore what infrastructure and capabilities will be
needed?

•

The future development of the Middle Arm Sustainable Development Precinct will include a gas
processing and manufacturing hub and potentially the downstream processing of strategic minerals
and rare earths. What requirements for port infrastructure are there in this precinct and is there a
role for shared access infrastructure?

•

Storage and bunkering of future fuels for vessels (hydrogen, LNG, LPG) at some ports in the NT has
been under consideration. What opportunities for industry would this provide?

•

What industry development opportunities and critical goods supply improvements could be realised
through improved intra-Territory coastal freight infrastructure and services?
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Frances Bay Mooring Basin, Darwin, Northern Territory

12. Existing maritime districts within Darwin Harbour
Aside from Darwin Port, there are already several existing maritime districts in the Darwin region including
Stokes Hill Wharf, Frances Bay and the Hudson Creek Industrial Estate.
The Frances Bay Mooring Basin19, also known as the ‘Duckpond,’ is the centre of the Territory’s
commercial fishing industry, holding 85 berths for vessels up to 30m long. The basin is tide-free and
accessed through a 35m by 16m lock 20. The 200m long Fisherman’s Wharf provides space for commercial
and recreational vessels to take on fuel, load and unload cargo, and access power and water.
Challenges for Frances Bay and Stokes Hill Wharf 21 include ageing infrastructure and strong competition
for mooring access for vessels that don’t use Darwin Port.
The long term vision for Frances Bay is as mixed use waterfront that will maintain its historic role as the
home of the fishing industry and evolve into a thriving environment that includes residential and tourism.
Uses at Frances Bay that may be considered incompatible in the future plans for the precinct can be
accommodated at the Marine Industry Park at East Arm or some other location. It is reasonable to expect
fishing boat mooring, minor maintenance and fish processing on a smaller scale will be retained, other uses

https://nt.gov.au/marine/for-all-harbour-and-boat-users/ramps,-wharves-and-moorings/wharves-and-mooringsin-frances-bay-darwin
20
NT Gov website, Wharves and moorings in Frances Bay
21
https://www.waterfront.nt.gov.au/stoke-hill-wharf
19
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incompatible with a mixed use residential development are likely to relocate over time as policy and
economics drive gentrification.
The Darwin Harbour Advisory Committee 22 has produced a contemporary strategy for the sustainable
management of the Darwin Harbour region, 2020-2025 Darwin Harbour Strategy 23, which includes a
management goal to protect and enhance the economic value of Darwin Harbour. 24 As the maritime
industry continues to develop in Darwin, there may be a future requirement to conduct a broader master
plan for Darwin Harbour to ensure the right balance of sustainable industry and infrastructure.

Discussion points
•

What works well with the existing maritime districts in Darwin Harbour and what improvements are
required?

•

What are the opportunities and barriers for private investment in existing maritime districts?

13. Service, supply and sustainment
Darwin is looking to position itself as a key vessel service, supply and sustainment hub in Northern
Australia and the broader South East Asia region, servicing the needs of Defence, Border Force, the
offshore oil and gas industry, fishing fleet, tug fleet, superyacht vessels and other commercial operators.
There are currently over 511 capable businesses in the Northern Territory marine services industry, with
high level skills to service this market 25 .
A number of larger maritime companies have a presence in the NT including Thales (as the prime
contractor for the Armidale Class Patrol Boat (ACPB) sustainment contract), Austal, Paspaley and Norship
(recently acquired by Varley Group). Additionally, there are a significant number of Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) currently engaged in service and supply.
Servicing of maritime vessels is a specialist industry that includes multiple sub-segments. From late 2020
onward there has been some consolidation within the national industry that may lead to further
specialisation in some locations across Australia. Whilst the effect of this on the Darwin maritime industry
is yet unclear, the recent consolidation of Norship with Varley and Austal’s acquisition of BSE Maritime
who both operate across North Queensland and the NT is expected to strengthen local capability and
capacity.
Building critical mass is key for the service and supply industry. Once ship owners know they can get what
they need (in terms of infrastructure and maintenance support), they will come.
Service, supply and sustainment is also crucial for the Royal Australian Navy (RAN). The RAN currently
operates 12 ACPBs across Northern Australia. Approximately ten of these vessels are regularly serviced
from Darwin by the RAN and its prime contractors. However these ACPB’s are nearing the end of their 15-

https://nt.gov.au/darwinharbour/meet-the-committee
https://nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/915038/darwin-harbour-strategy-2020-2025.pdf
24
Darwin Harbour Advisory Committee, 2020-2025 Darwin Harbour Strategy
25
Statement of Capacity – Marine Services Industry in the Northern Territory, ICN-NT 2021
22
23
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year design service life and will gradually be replaced with 12 OPV’s from 2022. At least six of these
vessels will be based in Darwin.
In addition, a number of the new evolved Cape Class Patrol Boats will be operated in Northern Territory
waters as an interim capability while the OPVs enter service. These vessels will also require service and
sustainment.
A strong and rapidly growing demand for superyacht servicing and maintenance exist in Australasia and
the Northern Territory has an opportunity to capture an additional share of this increasing market. In 2018,
there were 263 superyachts in Australasia, an increase of more than 20% from the 218 vessels in
Australasia in 2015 (equating to a growth of 15 vessels per annum).
Darwin regularly receives interest and enquiries for services from vessels operating in Indonesian/ Asian
waters. The current marina berthing capacity in Darwin does not support vessels over 25 metres (Cullen
Bay) and 35 metres (Frances Bay) in length. However, there are a range of vessels that operate out of
Darwin and operate similarly to superyachts but are termed ‘White Boats’ (yachts under 24 metres in
length).
This indicates future potential activity for superyacht berthing in Darwin subject to appropriate
infrastructure being developed. Consultation with captains of these vessels has revealed that Darwin has a
reputation for providing safe and secure marina berthing for White Boats, a high standard of
professionalism synonymous with Australia, quality marine trades, sufficient availability of quality alcohol
supplies and fine foods and GST free importation of ship spares with agents offering structured and
transparent processing of freight forwarding. All these facilities, with the exception of the berthing
capacity, are directly transferrable to the superyacht industry.
A recent scoping study found that the superyacht industry has an estimated potential to contribute as
much as $145.8 million to the Territory economy by 2028, but there were a number of challenges to
overcome before this could be realised. Some of these include:
•

Insufficient superyacht berths

•

Facilities required to enable boarding and clearance of superyachts (eg floating pontoon and gantry)

•

Lack of international marketing and awareness of the NT as a superyacht destination

•

Lack of promotion of Darwin as a gateway to the Kimberly coast, known as a highly ranked
superyacht destination.

The arrival of new enabling infrastructure such as the Darwin Ship Lift and developing MIP will likely
attract a more diverse usage of the maritime sector by other industries and sectors. One example is the
decommissioning of redundant offshore oil and gas infrastructure.
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Discussion points
•

How can the NT attract Asia Pacific clients to utilise Darwin based maritime service and supply?

•

Who are likely to be the new and growing users of the maritime sector in the future?

•

What is required to retain and attract cruise ship visitation, home porting and grow provedoring
capabilities?

•

To what extent is there support for growth of a superyachts industry in Darwin? What would be the
optimum location/s for new superyacht infrastructure?

Darwin Port, Northern Territory

14. Workforce
The TERC recommendation includes the requirement to conduct a comprehensive workforce strategy,
including examining the potential for the establishment of a maritime industry skills academy.
A skilled, stable and available workforce is a critical component for economic development, but also
presents a key challenge in northern Australia. Worker shortages, high wage costs and large peaks and
troughs in demand for skilled workers are a by-product of the Territory’s resources-driven economy. This
is compounded by changing industry conditions such as the widespread adoption of technology and
automation.
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Maritime specific training in the NT is currently delivered through a number of institutions including:
•

Seafood and Maritime Industry Training

•

Darwin Maritime Academy

•

Charles Darwin University

•

Australian Maritime and Fisheries Academy

•

Australian Maritime Security Authority

•

DMS Maritime

•

ERGT Australia

•

Australian Volunteer Coast Guard Association

A 2020 report by Deloitte, commissioned by the Industry Skills Advisory Council (ISACNT), emphasised
that training institutions in general needed to be more adaptive and flexible to rapid pace of technological
change impacting industries including maritime. Through their discussions with industry stakeholders,
Deloitte identified the following:
•

There is demand for tradespeople and technicians with advanced qualifications (a “grey collar”
workforce)

•

There is current demand for skilled technicians and trade persons in the NT

•

Demand exists for investments in maritime industry advanced trade training in the NT

•

Businesses cannot fulfil their workforce skill requirements and are reliant on Fly In Fly Out (FIFO)
workers and skilled migration26

Multiple stakeholders consulted through Deloitte’s demand analysis identified that they foresee
opportunities in the maritime industry in Darwin, but were of the view that further development of local
workforce capability would be needed to maximise them.
In its 2017 Naval Shipbuilding Plan, the Australian Government made clear that a skilled workforce is
critical to the success of the National Naval Shipbuilding Enterprise. The Naval Shipbuilding College was
established in 2018 to ensure a suitably skilled and qualified Australian workforce is available at the right
time to meet industry's needs in delivering Australia's continuous naval shipbuilding program. Further
details can be found on the Naval Shipbuilding College website.
The College operates a hub-and-spoke model that enables students to undertake courses through NSCapproved registered training organisations or higher education providers across Australia. Charles Darwin
University (CDU) is one of these providers, having had a relationship with the College since its founding in
2018. NT Government also has an MOU with the College.

26

Northern Territory Maritime Academy Report, Deloitte 2020
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Discussion points
•

What key maritime workforce issues need to be addressed to grow the maritime sector? What viable
solutions exist to address these?

•

What future skills will the maritime industry require, and what training pathways will be needed to
ensure our labour force is prepared?

•

What demand exists for advanced trade training, and other cross sectoral training that might justify
the need for a workforce skills academy in Darwin? What would be required to make it successful?

•

What ability exists to leverage regional relationships to develop overseas training demand?

Raptis Wharf, Darwin, Northern Territory

15. Next Steps
Once we have your industry and key stakeholder feedback we will commence drafting the Maritime Industry
Development Plan. Noting the critical importance of your input to the process, we will also establish an
industry reference group to provide advice to the development of the Plan and to test the draft on an
iterative basis.
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